ELECTIONS PUBLIC NOTICE

NH PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY ELECTION
Hanover High School Gym on Tuesday, September 13, 2016
7:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m.

INFORMATION FROM TOWN MODERATOR

New Hampshire law prohibits people from interfering with or intimidating voters at a polling place or doing anything that would reveal someone’s marked ballot. In order to be sure that there are no obstructions to voters as they move through the voting process, the following guidelines are established by the Hanover Town Moderator:

- No electioneering within the polling place. There will be a prescribed area outside of the HHS Gym entrance and placed a reasonable distance away from the walkway where attended election signs and enthusiastic campaign supporters must remain. Please note electioneering also includes excessive personal attire supporting a specific candidate; individuals may be asked to zip jackets, remove headgear, or turn backpacks around.
- There will be no access for reporters or cameras into the defined area where voters will cast their ballots (i.e., behind the ballot clerk check-in tables; also known as “inside the rails”).
- To keep voting impediments to a minimum, media representatives will be asked to keep their time inside the polling place limited. Filming will be allowed outside of the rails but in no way will impede voter flow or have any electioneering impact.
- Anyone wishing to film or take photographs within the polling place must check in with the Moderator or Town Clerk and may be accompanied by an election official to avoid compromising the privacy of the voting process.
- No interviewing or filming of voters within the polling place in proximity to the voter registration and/or voting process.
- Exit polling will be allowed outside of the railed-in voting area and outside the customary path into and out of the HHS gym.

Date of Posting: September 6, 2016